
Recall that when the BEA reported that real GDP had contracted in each of 
the first two quarters of 2022, our reaction was that underlying economic 

conditions were better than implied by the headline GDP numbers. Lest anyone 
think we somehow feel vindicated by the BEA reporting that real GDP expanded 
at an annual rate of 2.6 percent in Q3, we don’t. Instead, our take is that the 
Q3 headline print paints an overly upbeat picture of underlying economic 
conditions. We’ve actually been quite consistent in our reaction to each of 
the three quarterly GDP reports issued thus far in 2022, our point being that 
large swings in inventories and trade, as treated in GDP accounting, resulted 
in quarterly changes in real GPD that were painting a misleading picture of 
underlying economic conditions.

This is a point we’ve made often over the years, regardless of whether real 
GDP was reported to be rising or falling. For instance, a significantly smaller 
trade deficit in Q3 added 2.77 percentage points to top-line real GDP growth, 
more than accounting for the entire Q3 increase but telling us little about the 
state of the U.S. economy. From our perspective, private domestic demand – 
combined household and business spending – is the most relevant gauge of the 
health of the U.S. economy. On an inflation adjusted basis, private domestic 
demand “expanded” at an annual rate of just 0.079 percent in Q3 which, barring 
the pandemic-stricken first half of 2020, is the weakest quarterly performance 
since Q4 2009. Reflecting the toll being taken by elevated inflation and rapidly 
rising interest rates, growth in real private domestic demand has decelerated 
sharply over the past three quarters and we look for it to remain weak over 
coming quarters.

We have for some time now been discussing a shift in consumer spending 
patterns – away from goods, toward services – and that shift is apparent in the 
GDP data. Real consumer spending on goods contracted in each of the first 
three quarters of 2022, meaning that growth in total consumer spending thus 
far this year has more than been accounted for by growth in services spending. 
There are several factors behind fading goods spending, including spending 
on consumer durable goods having been pulled forward so strongly into 2020 
and 2021, elevated inflation weighing on discretionary spending, meaningfully 
higher interest rates making it more costly to finance purchases of consumer 
durable goods, and housing-related spending dropping as higher mortgage 
interest rates batter the housing market.

While spending on services such as travel, tourism, dining out, recreation, 
and entertainment has been strong, we’ve seen this as consumers making up for 
time, and experiences, lost during the pandemic, and we expect such spending 
to slow significantly over coming months. While households across all income 
groups are still sitting on buffers of savings built up in 2020 and 2021, those 
buffers have begun to thin out and will thin out further in the months ahead, 
particularly to the extent inflation remains elevated. As such, we look for growth 
in real consumer spending to slow further in Q4 before contracting in Q1 2023.

Real business fixed investment grew at an annual rate of 3.7 percent in 
Q3, but there are signs that business investment is losing momentum. In an 
increasingly uncertain economic environment, many firms have started to pull 
in the reins on capital spending. This is apparent in the data on new orders for 
“core” capital goods, or, nondefense capital goods excluding aircraft, which 
fell sharply in September. Core capital goods orders are a leading indicator of 
changes in business investment in equipment and machinery as reported in the 

GDP data. Unless September’s sharp decline was simply one-off noise, which we 
do not believe is the case, we can expect this weakness to be apparent in the 1H 
2023 GDP data.   

The Institute for Supply Management’s (ISM) monthly survey of the 
manufacturing sector is sending a similar message. The ISM Manufacturing 
Index fell to 50.2 percent in October, and while this marks a 29th straight month 
of expansion in the factory sector, that expansion seems to be on its last legs. 
The expansion has become slower and less broadly based over the past several 
months, and the ISM’s measure of new manufacturing orders has contracted 
in four of the past five months. At the same time, what were once sizable and 
steadily growing backlogs of unfilled orders have begun to be worked off. The 
combination of declining new orders and smaller order backlogs bodes poorly 
for employment and output in the manufacturing sector over coming months.

The housing market has been battered by the sharp increase in mortgage 
interest rates. New single family construction has slowed considerably over 
recent months, as have sales of new and existing homes. Moreover, the effects 
of mortgage rates pushing above seven percent are not yet visible in the housing 
market data released to date, which only go through September. As such, coming 
months will see further declines in construction and sales of single family homes 
and more pronounced declines in house prices than have been reported to date.

The labor market has not proven to be immune from the slowdown in the 
broader economy. Total nonfarm payrolls rose by 261,000 jobs in October, with 
private sector payrolls up by 233,000 jobs and public sector payrolls up by 
28,000 jobs, and job growth remains notably broad based across private sector 
industry groups. Average hourly earnings were up by 0.4 percent in October, 
which translates into a year-on-year increase of 4.6 percent, the smallest such 
increase since August 2021. 

Despite a reported decline in the size of the labor force, the unemployment 
rate rose to 3.7 percent from 3.5 percent in September due to a sharp decline in 
the level of household employment. Our sense is that the reported increase in 
the unemployment rate is more noise than signal, in keeping with the inherent 
volatility in the data from the household survey. For instance, the decline in the 
labor force is more than accounted for by a decline in participation amongst 
females in all but two of the broad age cohorts, which seems highly implausible.

Even with the pace of job growth having slowed, keep in mind that as of 
September there were 10.717 million open jobs across the U.S. economy, 
equivalent to 1.9 open jobs for each unemployed person. While there have 
been some high-profile announcements of job cuts and hiring freezes, the level 
of layoffs as measured by initial claims for unemployment insurance remains 
notably low. That continuing claims also remain low is a sign that those who do 
lose their jobs are finding new jobs in fairly short order. 

As the economy loses more and more momentum in the months ahead, 
we expect that to be reflected in further slowing in job growth and a rising 
unemployment rate. The FOMC considers this the price to be paid for reining in 
inflation, which we expect to remain well above the FOMC’s 2.0 percent target 
rate through 2023. As such, even though they will soon begin moving in smaller 
increments, the FOMC is not yet finished raising the Fed funds rate.▲
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October proved to be a strong month for global equity markets as positive 
seasonality, ‘light’ positioning, and intervention by central banks 

boosted investor sentiment and risk appetite. Domestic indices performed well 
as the S&P 500 rallied 8.1% during the month, but the small-cap Russell 2000 
index fared even better, rising 11.0% as relatively cheap valuations, tighter credit 
spreads, and U.S.-centric business models brought investors off the sidelines 
and into domestic small and mid-cap (SMid) stocks. 

This rapid rise in positioning reaffirms the likelihood that once inflation fears 
subside, SMid stocks could lead the charge higher post-hiking cycle. While that 
keeps us interested in ownership, we are less convinced the market has the 
endgame nailed down as evidenced by drastic changes in policy expectations 
in recent months. Fed futures shifted peak policy rate expectations nearly 100 
basis points between the second- and third quarter, ascending another 50 basis 
points in the last month, thus reinforcing the instability of these projections. 
Market breadth was one of the notable differences in this rally, often an indicator 
of further buy-in that encourages our neutral stance on domestic equities.

Abroad, developed market stocks surged as the Bank of England (BoE) 
and Bank of Japan (BoJ) stepped in to support their sovereign debt markets, 
generating a 4.1% rally in the MSCI ACWi ex. U.S. index as central bank puts 

appear to be alive and well outside the U.S. Emerging markets underperformed 
during the month, with the MSCI EM index falling 3.1% as a 30%+ allocation to 
China weighed on results. 

The BoE’s intervention boosted prices of sovereign bonds and equities 
across the euro area over the balance of the month as it was taken as evidence 
that global central banks stand at the ready to prop up markets in times of 
stress. While the BoE’s decision stabilized markets and generated a bid for euro 
area equities, it does not alter the troubled economic backdrop for the U.K. and 
Europe. While energy prices across the continent have come down substantially 
over the past month as warmer weather has allowed natural gas stockpiles 
to build, colder months with minimal supply lie ahead and prices are likely to 
rise again over coming quarters, boosting inflation in the process. We expect 
unemployment to rise in both the U.K. and euro area as manufacturers cut 
production due to a combination of higher electricity/energy input prices and 
waning demand, pressuring profitability and likely lead to underperformance of 
euro area equities over coming quarters.  

The People’s Bank of China (PBoC) continues to ease monetary policy, as the 
country is expected to reopen from COVID lockdowns in coming months, and 
the Chinese government ordered state-owned banks to buy Chinese equities 
in the final week of October – all of which are potential tailwinds for Chinese 
stocks. However, China’s President Xi Jinping being confirmed for a third 
5-year term in late October cemented political and economic uncertainty that 
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The risk-asset rebound in October left diversification strategies in the dust 
relative to equity markets, exhibited by the HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index 

return of 0.8% against the S&P 500 at 8.1%. Merger Arbitrage and Convertible 
Arbitrage, sub-asset classes we consider valuable diversifiers for corporate 
credit exposure, were up 2.0% and 1.3% capturing a portion of the embedded 
upside foreshadowed in prior outlooks. On the other end of the spectrum, 
Managed Futures and Global Macro registered near-flat but slightly positive 
results that we perceive as a healthy pause considering the swift upward move 
in equities during the month. Another area of appeal is convertible arbitrage, as 
issuance this year has been paltry at best but could start to shift as borrowers 
inevitably readjust to current market conditions and return to selling new 
converts that bring higher coupons/lower conversion premiums. Higher stock-
lending rebates, a direct corollary of higher short-term interest rates, improves 
the carry profile and expected return of convertible arbitrage strategies as well. 

The alternative credit subset poses a growing concern, to this point in the 

year performance has been weak as liquidity has tightened marked by a -13.13% 
return on the HFRX Fixed Income Credit Index year-to-date. The prevalence of 
short-term and floating rate debt that should thrive on current conditions serves 
as a double-edged sword that aids lenders while hindering borrowers as rates 
climb. These factors coupled with opaque market exposure and heightened 
competition for capital in recent years prompt a preference for absolute return 
strategies, which often have a volatility profile near the Bloomberg US Aggregate 
Bond Index with less interest rate risk. 

As we near year-end, expectations appear the primary enemy of investors as 
the HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index has performed better than during the Global 
Financial Crisis relative to the S&P 500, capturing the excess return potential 
alternatives provide. In our view, the magnitude of outperformance against 
traditional assets stands to decline over the coming quarters, but choppier 
markets are likely to be a residual trait of tighter financial conditions that make 
volatility dampening strategies more advantageous in this higher rate regime.▲

is likely to dominate investor sentiment and risk appetite surrounding Chinese 
equities specifically, and emerging market stocks, more broadly. The selloff in 
Chinese stocks may be overdone in the near-term, with investors left weighing 
short-term opportunities (prospect of reopening from COVID lockdowns, 
monetary stimulus/support, state-owned banks buying Chinese equities) vs. 
intermediate-term risks (nationalization, alignment with U.S. enemies, supply 
chain retaliation). The decision to avoid China is one not to be taken lightly as 
the sentiment pendulum may have again swung too far to the bearish or, “China 
is uninvestable,” camp yet again. This would present discounts to bottom-up 
investors willing to look past headlines for opportunities to pick up winners 
amongst the rubble. 

Given our negative outlook on the euro area and persistent uncertainty 
surrounding China, we continue to favor a tilt toward U.S. equities within 
portfolios. As November begins, the quarterly reporting season has eclipsed the 
half-way mark, and outside of information technology, earnings have proven 
resilient, with guidance better than feared. With interest rates likely to remain 
elevated well into 2023, longer duration, growth-oriented equities may continue 
to lag and cyclical sectors such as energy, industrials, financial services, and 
health care, a sector with a nice mix of defensive value and secular growth 
characteristics, could be poised to continue to outperform. ▲

Global sovereign bond yields ended October higher but trended sharply 
lower into month-end as central banks around the globe intervened to 

defend their currencies in most cases, while others sought to stem an unsettling 
ascent in rates. The Bank of Japan (BoJ) continued to sell Treasuries to fund 
Japanese government bond purchases with the aim of keeping the 10-year JGB 
yield anchored at 0.25% and leading to a lower yen. The Bank of England (BoE) 
was forced to intervene early in the month to ensure that U.K. pension plans 
facing the prospect of margin calls were able to unwind trades involving long-
dated gilts. The BoE ultimately backed away from plans to sell gilts starting at 
the end of October, which along with the resignation of the U.K.’s much maligned 
prime minister served to put downward pressure on U.K. sovereign bond yields 
into month-end. While efforts by both the BoJ and BoE have achieved the 
desired impact on bond yields up to this point, the market is going to test each’s 
ability and willingness to continue supporting markets as the cost of doing so 
accelerates. 

For the BoJ, ‘cost’ is more easily quantified as it has sold an estimated $50B 
in U.S. Treasuries and devalued the yen to levels last seen in 1998 to keep a lid 
on bond yields. While a weaker yen could be a boon for Japan’s export-heavy 
economy, a lack of U.S. dollars could create issues down the road.  In the U.K., the 
‘cost’ of BoE intervention is less easily understood but nonetheless problematic. 
The central bank has attempted to build credibility as an inflation fighting body 
over recent months, but by purchasing gilts in early October despite inflation 
remaining elevated, the BoE showed its cards, proving it would prioritize market 
stability over price stability. This calls into question whether the BoE would ever 

be able to actively sell gilts as they previously stated they would at the end of 
October. 

Despite a strong October in equity markets, investment grade corporate 
bonds fell 1.03% which was a function of increased issuance and higher US 
Treasury Yields. The asset class is now down 19.6% YTD, largely due to drastic 
move upward in rates rather than credit concerns. Technical issues with supply/
demand have also caused spreads to widen throughout the year. This has been 
most notable in the financial sector where issuance has been robust YTD which 
has led to spreads widening more than the broader investment grade corporate 
universe despite financial equities broadly outperforming the S&P 500. These 
technical factors have led to more dispersions in yields between corporate 
industries and more dispersion in yields among issuers aiding active manager 
performance over index-linked products.

The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) floated the prospect of less 
aggressive rate hikes potentially beginning in December to a Wall Street Journal 
reporter late last month, generating a bid for long dated Treasuries and spurring 
a broad-based rally across maturities to close out a wild month in the fixed 
income market. The perils of the FOMC backing away from tightening monetary 
policy too soon cannot be understated as higher inflation expectations could 
become entrenched if the Fed falls short of its aim to lower inflation, even if it 
means weakening the labor market. Fixed income investors would likely punish 
the FOMC and other central banks for taking their foot off the brake too quickly 
and messaging a policy shift now could lead to a weaker U.S. dollar, potentially 
higher energy prices, and subsequently push inflation expectations higher, that 
could force the Fed to tighten further than previously required or expected. 
‘Higher for longer’ Fed funds remains our base-case as we do not expect 
inflation to decline rapidly enough to justify an about-face and lowering of rates 
in the coming year. ▲ 
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